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Question: 163
How should exceptions be handled? Select all the options that apply.
A . By using Try Catch activities inside the workflow for unexpected application exceptions.
B . UiPath handles exceptions by default.
C . By validating data using conditional blocks for business exceptions.

Answer: A,C

Question: 164
You need to collect employees data and send it by email as an Excel file.
What type of workflow is the most suitable for the final part, which adds the file attachment, formats the email, and
sends it?
A . Sequence
B . Flowchart
C . State Machine
D . Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)

Answer: C

Question: 165
In which workflow in the UiPath Robotic Enterprise Framework template is the TransactionNumber global variable
incremented by default?
A . Process workflow
B . GetTransactionData workflow
C . SetTransactionStatus workflow

Answer: C

Question: 166

Is it possible to reprocess a transaction in a Queue after its failure due to
an application exception?
A . No, transactions cannot be processed again if they fail.
B . Yes, if the Auto-Retry property of the Queue is enabled.
C . Only transactions that failed due to a business exception can be reprocessed.
D . Yes, it can be retried manually on the Transactions page.

Answer: B,D

Question: 167
What is the slowest method of reading text?
A . Native
B . FullText.
C . OCR

Answer: C

Question: 168
How can you dynamically change parts of a selector?
A . By using variables to replace the dynamic parts
B . You cannot have dynamic components in a selector.
C . By adding parameters from the Properties tab.

Answer: A

Question: 169
Question: 170
Question: 171
What is the slowest method of reading text?
A . OCR
B . Native
C . Full Text

Answer: A

Question: 172
You want to build a Dispatcher process to populate an Orchestrator Queue for parallel processing on multiple robots.
Which activity should you use to add a queue item for each work item?
A . Add Queue Item
B . Add Transaction Item

C . Get Transaction Item

Answer: B

Question: 173
Scheduling a process is done from:
A . Orchestrator Server
B . Not Possible
C . UiPath Studio
D . UiPath Robot

Answer: A

Question: 174
Is it possible to write to a text file without using the Write Text File activity?
A . No
B . Yes, using the Invoke Method activity
C . Yes, with the Invoke Power Shell activity

Answer: B,C

Question: 175
What is the best practice to stop an ongoing job in Orchestrator?
A . By terminating it.
B . By cancelling it and using a Should Stop activity inside the workflow.
C . The process can only stop on its own.

Answer: A

Question: 176
In which workflow in the UiPath Robotic Enterprise Framework template is the TransactionNumber global variable
incremented by default?
A . Process workflow
B . GetTransactionData workflow
C . SetTransactionStatus workflow

Answer: C

Question: 177

While automating an installation wizard, a pop-up window may or may not appear.
What can you use to close the window without stopping the workflow?
A . Use a Click activity inside a Try Catch activity.
B . Use a Click activity with the ContinueOnError property set to True.
C . Use a Click activity and set its TimeoutMS property to 30.

Answer: A,B
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